Roller Blinds

Express your style with an individual touch

Designed by Luxaflex®. Inspired by you.
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design package: Rollo bottom bar and
installation brackets with pearl chrome
finish

Roller Blinds
Even more choice with the new collection
Luxaflex® adds a new dimension
to the traditional roller blind. The
collection includes striking fabrics in
modern stylish colours, textures and
transparencies. The possibilities are
almost endless, especially if you select
accessories to give your roller blind a
personal accent and transform it into
an exceptionally decorative window
covering.

“We chose a

beautiful,
sleek design

roller blind to
compliment our
great view”
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XL
for large windows
XL and XXL are ideal for larger
windows which are found
more and more frequently in
modern architecture. With Xtra
wide fabrics greater widths are
spanned effortlessly, and thanks to
sophisticated systems, these blinds
are easy to operate and to install.
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Durable fabrics
Sustainability was a key factor
in the compilation of this
collection. There is a fabric
made from recycled plastic
bottles. Another ‘eco’ fabric
is made from lactic acid from
sugar cane and corn starch.
Completely biodegradable and
a compliment to your interior.
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Decorative
Finishing Options
Give your creativity free reign with a range of decorative Finishing Options,
including rings, decorative bottom rails and decorative finials for poles. Have you
ever considered a magical, glittering CRYSTALLIZED™ - Swarovski Elements to
decorate your blind?

Nano Roller Blind
Nano roller blinds are fixed directly onto the glass without drilling or any screws
required, ideal for tilt and turn windows!
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From flowers to
children’s drawings in
an infinite number of
colours
Luxaflex® Expressions Roller Blinds have
attractive designs including photoprints, romantic flowers, modern designs
and cheerful children’s illustrations.
Choose a matching structure print in
one of the three different transparencies.

“They love
their play area
thanks to the

fun design”
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Luxaflex® has the perfect solution for every room.
A window covering tailor-made for you - it’s the
perfect choice!

Designed by Luxaflex®. Inspired by you.

Visit your local Luxaflex®
dealer where you can find all
of the latest products. They will
guide and advise you in making
your decision. You can also find
out about their measuring and
fitting service, so your choice
perfectly meets your needs.
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With over 60 years of experience, Luxaflex® is
guaranteed to provide you with sustainable quality,
innovation, optimum living comfort and years
of pleasure from using our products. We have a
collection of products, fabrics, materials and colours
which is unsurpassed by our competitors.
Custom-made with a five-year guarantee.

